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Building
for the
future

The mission of
Garland Power & Light
To provide high quality, safe and
reliable services at competitive
rates to the citizens and businesses
of the City of Garland through
the efforts of a professional and
dedicated workforce, and to enhance
the quality of life in the City by
creating a utility environment that
supports economic development

GP&L
in
2005
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A Strong Foundation

Building
for the
future

GP&L management is entrusted with
making sure the utility moves fully
prepared into the future. In 2005, GP&L
carefully balanced the goals of keeping
rates as low as possible and meeting
financial targets. This was especially
challenging because the market price of
natural gas rose dramatically during the
fiscal year.

In 2005, management also provided
guidance on the City's cross-functional
development process team, the goal of
which is to ensure better coordination of
all city departments with residential and
commercial developers. This involvement
resulted in a developer-installed conduit
process for new residential subdivisions
that better utilizes GP&L's resources.

The year 2005 was

To ensure costs were covered, multiple
rate options were presented to the City
Council in order to adequately recover
costs associated with the rise in the price
of natural gas and all other system
revenue requirements.

GP&L also launched a process of formalizing job descriptions throughout the utility,
aligning GP&L's job descriptions closely
with the highly competitive energy industry. In 2005, GP&L continued to develop
internal expertise, resulting in several key
hires from within the industry.

one of the busiest
and most demanding
in GP&L’s history,
with the organization
proving equal to the
challenge. The issues
of 2005 were
addressed, and we
look ahead to a
bright future.

Management set the strategy for the utility
by determining what projects should be
included in the Capital Improvement
Program (CIP). The capital projects selected for the upcoming year will ensure
continued system reliability and compliance with operating regulations.
GP&L continued to intervene with the
Public Utility Commission (PUC) and
Electric Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT)
stakeholders regarding the nodal wholesale electric market methodology. Despite
GP&L's comments and testimony against
this methodology, it will be adopted in
2009. Because nodal has the potential to
increase costs in north Texas, GP&L will
continue to intervene.
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Built and upgraded
transmission lines to
support new and
upgraded substations
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Transmission & Distribution

For many of GP&L's customers, Transmission & Distribution (T&D) is a visual
representation of the system's notable
reliability, as customers see workers high
above the street working in a bucket truck,
or installing a giant new transmission
pole, or in a neighborhood at midnight
after bad weather knocks the lights out.
All of GP&L's T&D employees demonstrate
that building and maintaining the transmission and distribution system is a
full-time 24/7 job. In 2005, GP&L proved
once again that it was up to the task.

Transmission Upgrades
GP&L continued to look to the future
in upgrades of transmission lines,
including the rebuilding of the portion
of the Apollo-to-Naaman School transmission line from Ranger Drive to Lavon Drive,
upgrading the line from 69 kV to 138 kV
specifications. The enhancement will
support future substation upgrades.
To connect the Marquis Substation to the
Fairdale and Shiloh Substations, GP&L
began construction of a 138 kV addition.
The utility also rebuilt the 69 kV line connecting the Raytheon and Fairdale
Substations.
In order to improve reliability during
adverse weather, a wooden angle structure was replaced with a steel structure on
the transmission line between the Wynn
Joyce and Ben Davis Substations.
To provide backup service for industrial
customers, GP&L installed gang-operated
air break switches on the 69 kV transmission line between the Fairdale and
Oakland Substations and between the
Oakland and Raytheon Substations.

Distribution Supports Retail
Development

• Upgraded and rebuilt the McCree #3
feeder along Saturn

New large retail developments in Garland
required substantial utility support in
2005. GP&L constructed a complete
underground service system for the
Firewheel Town Center, a premier development in Garland. The construction will
ensure reliable service for the Center by
allowing for redundant service from multiple feeders. Along Highway 190, crews
installed a new underground duct bank for
service to the Center using the future
Crist Road Bridge.

• Rebuilt the Jupiter #4 feeder on
Buckingham Road from North Garland
Road to Shiloh Road

Another new development in Garland,
Harbor Point, will be ensured reliable service through a new 2,500 foot underground
section to the Rosehill #1 feeder.

Upgrading Feeder Lines
GP&L undertakes a constant vigilant effort
to maintain an up-to-date distribution
system to ensure that homes and businesses receive reliable electric service.
Toward that goal, the company undertook
several upgrades and new construction:
• Rebuilt the overhead section and
installed new steel dead-end
structures on the Rosehill #1 feeder
along the north side of I-30
• Rebuilt Lyons #3 feeder south of I-30
• Replaced wood poles with steel and
reconductored between Naaman Forest
Boulevard and Highway 190
• Constructed a new overhead feeder
section to connect Brand #3 feeder
and Apollo #2 feeder along Wagon
Wheel Road
• Extended Firewheel #2 feeder along
Arapaho Road from North Garland
Road to Shiloh Road
• Extended Firewheel #3 feeder along
Campbell Road north of Highway 190

Supporting Road Widening, School
Construction and Residential Growth
As Garland continues to grow, GP&L
responds by keeping the electric distribution system among the best in North
Texas.
Road widening projects in 2005 required
GP&L to move distribution lines along the
following roads:
Rosehill, Galaxie,
Bobtown, Edgefield Alley, Zion, North
Garland and Brand/Provence/Talley.
GP&L crews installed new thoroughfare
median lights along several streets
and thoroughfares in 2005, including:
Campbell Road between Highway 190 and
the Firewheel Golf Park; Naaman Forest
Boulevard from Elliot to North Garland
Road; and North Garland Road from
Highway 190 to the northern city limits.
GP&L provided electric service to three
new schools in the Garland Independent
School District (GISD). An additional four
schools received upgraded electric service
to accommodate expansions.
Garland's healthy growth was seen
through five new subdivisions, where
GP&L provided service to 383 new lots.

Service to Large Customers
GP&L's service to its large customers in
2005 included providing for growth at
Atlas Copco by installing a 2000 KVA
transformer and upgrading the overhead
primary line. A new 1000 KVA transformer
was installed at Baylor Medical Center.
The Leland Hospital received an upgraded
loop (cable and transformers).
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Crews Help Restore Power
in East Texas
In the aftermath of Hurricane Rita's damaging hit to East Texas and Louisiana,
GP&L sent line crews and trucks to make
repairs to the damaged municipal electric
systems in Liberty and Jasper, Texas.
Working from dawn until dark, crews
worked over 3,000 hours to restore power
to very grateful citizens in these towns.

Improvements to Operations at T&D
The T&D Department is very active in
maintaining the best possible approach to
supporting transmission and distribution
of electric service. In 2005, T&D initiated
a maintenance patrol program to proactively identify feeder sections in need of
repair or upgrade. The program added
another layer of identification for trouble
spots.

GIS Services in T&D installed a new geographic information system (GIS), which
will maintain a database of GP&L assets
and provide mapping and design capabilities. In 2005, staff began training, database development, and system testing
with the new software. To better manage
the increasing volume of line locate
requests and to ensure consistency and
accuracy in line locates, GP&L established
a Line Locator position at the Journey Line
Technician level.
T&D updated the Construction Standards
Book which serves as a guide for GP&L
line crews, electrical contractors and
engineers in planning power line
construction.

SAIDI Reliability Index

SAIFI Reliability Index
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System Average Interruption Duration Index
(SAIDI) is designed to give information
about the average time that customers
are interrupted. This index is commonly
referred to as Customer Minutes of
Interruption or Customer Hours. It is a
measure of the response time or restoration
time when outages occur and is computed
by dividing the sum of all customer
interruption durations by the total number
of customers served.
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System Average Interruption Frequency Index
(SAIFI) is defined as the average number of
times that a customer is interrupted during
a specified time period. It is determined by
dividing the total number of customers
interrupted in a time period by the average
number of customers served. The resulting
unit is “interruptions per customer.”
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Key 2005
T&D Statistics

10.3 miles
2 repaired
34 replaced

Enhanced
distribution feeder
system to
ensure reliable
electric service
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Effectively managed
natural gas fuel
costs which
increased 39%

Began implementing
a plan to construct
14 substation
projects
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Operations

Operations' area of influence is broad and
includes the forecasting of energy needs;
controlling the output of the generating
stations and the switching of transmission
lines; interfacing with the rest of the grid;
managing bulk power purchases and
sales; and responsibility for Field
Operations.
In 2005, Operations conducted its core
business in an environment of record
natural gas prices, high power prices in
the summer, a historic hurricane season,
and outages at generating units.

Gibbons Creek Sets Record
The Texas Municipal Power Agency's
(TMPA) Gibbons Creek Plant continued to
provide excellent performance, operating
continuously at maximum output. The
462 MW western coal-fired unit, owned
47% by GP&L, set a record in 2005 by
producing a total of 3,507,533 mWh.
Against a background of high natural
gas prices and a volatile energy market,
the reliable output of this unit is an
increasingly important asset.

Field Operations New Construction and Expansion
In 2005, Operations began implementing
a plan to construct 14 substation projects,
an ambitious program of infrastructure
improvements needed to maintain GP&L's
high level of service reliability. Projects
included construction on the new Marquis
Substation (online in 2006); the rebuild of
the Brand Substation; and design of the
new Crist Substation. In 2006, Field
Operations will begin to rebuild the
existing Centerville, Jupiter and Newman
Substations.

Natural gas prices were up substantially in
2005. Actual fuel usage for GP&L power
generation increased only slightly from
9.2 BCF in Fiscal Year (FY) 2004 to 9.6 BCF
in FY 2005. Natural gas and oil costs
increased 39%, from $49.9 million in
FY 2004 to $69.4 million in FY 2005.

In spite of excellent performance at
Gibbons Creek and enhanced revenues
from the increased sale of energy and
ancillary services, GP&L could not overcome all of the increase in fuel-related
costs. The total of all costs related to the
delivery of energy to GP&L customers
increased from $70.4 million in FY 2004 to
$79.6 million in FY 2005, an increase of
$9.2 million.

ERCOT Market

Market Redesign

A Look Ahead

The evolution of the deregulated electric
market in ERCOT continued during 2005.
Construction of new transmission lines in
Texas reversed the increase in congestion
costs observed since the start of deregulation. Net ERCOT uplift costs to GP&L
dropped slightly, from $2.9 million in
FY 2004 to $2.6 million in FY 2005.

Although the deregulated electric market
in ERCOT finally began to show signs of
maturity and improvement in 2005, the
PUC announced its intention to completely restructure the market beginning in
2009. This new market will be based on
the use of Locational Marginal Pricing and
Nodal Settlement, schemes which have
increased costs to consumers when
implemented in some markets in the
northeastern United States. Since public
power utilities, such as GP&L, are more
focused on minimizing rates than increasing generation revenues, Operations staff
will continue to lobby the PUC to include
protections for public power systems in
the final rulemaking.

As events beyond Garland impact the
costs for GP&L, the Operations team will
continue to do all it can to protect the
utility's customers, ensuring that actual
costs are kept as low as possible.

Natural Gas Prices Soar

More significantly, several ERCOT utilities
mothballed or retired generating units
prior to the summer of 2005. Most of
these units were older, less efficient
steam turbines which were utilized to
follow swings in electric demand. As a
result, the price of real-time balancing
energy and the value of ancillary service
capacity increased during the summer of
2005. GP&L was often able to sell
electricity into this market, resulting in
an increase in ancillary service net
revenues from $0.7 million in FY 2004
to $2.0 million in FY 2005.

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita impacted Field
Operations' busy substation construction
program. Affected utilities on the Gulf
Coast placed heavy demand on replacement equipment, significantly increasing
both the lead time and cost to acquire
conductor, transformers, switch-gear,
and structural steel for GP&L's projects.

GP&L will also continue to monitor
developments in the market redesign
process at the PUC to mitigate against
increased energy costs, higher uplift
charges, and expensive implementation
observed in other markets.
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Customer Service

As the department with the most opportunity for customer interaction, Customer
Service has a special role in GP&L. In
2005, we made changes, large and small,
that positioned us to continue providing
excellent customer service. We listened to
what GP&L's customers wanted, and
provided programs to answer those
needs.

Alternative Payment Options
Successful
In 2005, GP&L launched credit and debit
card bill payment service by phone
and online, which immediately enjoyed
wide acceptance by customers. GP&L
collected $1,745,208 through these
payment options, and the number of
customers using them increased each
month following the April launch.
Off-site payment was another alternative
pay option which continued to find acceptance. Customers made payments at 23
locations, including Kroger stores,
throughout Garland and neighboring
cities. In 2005, customers made payments totaling $814,471 through the
off-site option.

Reorganization for Improved
Coordination
Always on the lookout for ways to improve
operations and to better serve customers,
Customer Service reorganized staff in
2005. The department combined New
Account Service with Field Collections
personnel to improve service on new
accounts and disconnects/reconnects.
The other part of New Accounts joined
Customer Relations to begin cross training
staff to work with customers on all account
related issues. The Work Order personnel
were combined with the Technical Quality
Assurance group to improve the billing
and service order processes.
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Statistical Improvements

A Year of Growth and Planning

Improved processes in the Customer
Service Department resulted in a 32%
increase in disconnects (27,573) and a
24% increase in reconnects (22,041).
Customer Service conducted electric
meter tampering investigations resulting
in 716 proven violations and tampering fee
revenue of $47,165.

The construction of the Firewheel Town
Center was a community milestone. As
part of the GP&L-wide support for this
project, Customer Service worked with
customers in the Center and at commercial sites nearby to set up their accounts.

Customer Information System
(CIS) Project
Upgrades to the utility billing system,
known as the Customer Information
System (CIS) project, was a commitment
that spanned the entire year. Supervisory
and front-line employees from Customer
Service were reassigned to develop, test
and design integral parts of the CIS.
At the same time, GP&L successfully
sustained the day-to-day work of
Customer Service while key staff were
dedicated to the development of the new
CIS.

Technology in Action
To better serve customers and plan for the
future, Customer Service installed an integrated voice response system (IVR). This
system, sometimes called a phone tree,
provides for more efficient routing of
customer calls. It also provides customers
with information and the option of paying
their utility bills over the phone.
Out in the field, GP&L installed 481
encoder receiver transmitter (ERT) meters
to resolve accessibility and meter reader
safety issues. The installations were
prompted by the occasions in which
customers' meters are inaccessible, or it
is simply dangerous for a meter reader to
get close to the meter.

Staff from Customer Service and other city
departments participated on a City of
Garland committee to streamline the
application process of new commercial
accounts. The new process combines
building inspection and customer service
requirements.
The historic hurricane season of 2005
brought additional challenges to GP&L
and people in Garland. As a result,
Customer Service provided employees to
help staff the City of Garland Hurricane
Relief Center after Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita. Employees provided organization
assistance, entered data, took calls
and assessed evacuee needs.
To better serve customers in the future,
GP&L began preliminary designs for a new
Customer Service Facility, which, when
constructed, will provide more efficient
customer access and house all Customer
Service and Administration employees in
one location.
Additionally, the Customer Service
Department created a new position of
Business Analyst to examine all functions
in the customer service function. This
analyst will review all business practices
to ensure coordination throughout the
department and with the new CIS.

Key 2005
Customer Service
Statistics
Number of bills
sent out
Revenue
collected

Reorganized to
improve operations
and customer
service

962,718
$231,662,978

Number of electric and
water meter reads 1,661,430
Meter read accuracy

99.9%

Total service orders
worked

96,612

Total calls answered

302,115

Electric billing
information calls

Implemented a
new credit and debit
card bill payment
service by phone
and online

81,598

Account consultation
with walk-in customers 37,125
Customers receiving
financial assistance
via social agencies

220

Energy Audits

138
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Added 190 years
of experience with
the addition of
new employees
at Olinger

Utilized a new
file storage system
to centralize
Spencer plant
documentation
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Production

The flow of electricity starts at GP&L's
generating stations - Olinger, Spencer and
Newman. The power plants provide
reliable energy for the utility's 67,000+
customers, 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year.

Plant, utilizing open architecture software
and hardware platforms. This step will
give GP&L the flexibility to utilize off-theshelf hardware.

GP&L's Production team is vigilant at
maintaining high generation and environmental standards, while taking a proactive
approach to the future.

Occasional natural gas curtailments
during North Texas winters prompted
GP&L to pursue the capability of utilizing
alternative fuel sources, especially fuel
oil. To ensure future load requirements
can be met, GP&L demonstrated 100%
fuel oil burning capability at Olinger Unit
#1, reaching 55 mW output. GP&L also
demonstrated oil burning capacity of
Olinger Unit #2 with an oil/gas mix. Both
units achieved less than .06 lb/mmbtu
NOx (nitrogen oxide) emissions during
tests on Automatic Generation Control
(AGC), beating emission control levels.

Attention to Maintenance
Prevents Future Problems
A key to generating reliable electricity,
now and in the future, is an assertive
maintenance program which prevents
problems and surfaces technical challenges before they can cause breakdowns
in the system.
In 2005, the value of a scheduled maintenance program was underscored during a
major inspection and overhaul at Olinger.
Crews found and repaired nozzle damage
and first- and second-stage damage to the
Unit #2 turbine, preventing a potential failure. Unit #2's generator and turbine were
overhauled and received a new control
system for the burner management and
combustion control system.
Also at Olinger, firing temperature issues
at Unit #4 were resolved by refurbishing
combustion flow nozzles, preventing
These steps
re-ignition problems.
ensured a steady generation output,
which support GP&L's reliability goals
in the short and long term.
At Spencer, a scheduled inspection of
turbine #4 found no major damage, except
for governor wear. As with all of GP&L's
turbines, major inspections are undertaken every six or seven years.
While equipment underwent major
maintenance and overhauls, GP&L also
continued its focus on the future with
the installation of a new common Plant
Control System throughout the Olinger

Alternative Fuel Capability

GP&L entered the world of hydroelectric
power this year when it placed into production the Lake Lewisville Hydroelectric
Plant. To “flip the switch” at the hydro
plant required agreements with the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and Dallas Water
Utilities. The Production department also
pursued the transfer of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC) license for
the plant from the City of Denton to the
City of Garland. The hydro plant became
quite active, with crews making 110 water
flow changes as directed by the City of
Dallas or U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
In addition to using water power, GP&L
continued steps toward using wind power
as it created design options and

performed economic analysis of the
prospective wind turbine project at
Olinger. The project, which has been
approved by the Garland City Council,
would have as many as four wind turbines
with approximate generating capacity of
1.5 megawatts each. It is anticipated that
the wind turbines may be online as early
as 2008.

Innovation
GP&L undertook a cost savings effort at
the historic Newman Plant, instituting a
seasonal operations program – staffing
and operating the plant only during peak
times from July through October. In 2005,
GP&L Production started Newman Unit #5
59 times after the dry layup with a 100%
Online and Rated (NR/OR) time rate.
Crews throughout GP&L really showed
their ability for fast response following the
failure of a reserve auxiliary transformer
resulting in a switchyard fire at Olinger.
Staff from almost every area of GP&L
responded so quickly that Unit #2 was
returned to service 30 hours after the
event occurred. Unit #4 was returned to
service within 34 hours.
GP&L provided black start capability to
ERCOT again in 2005. A successful black
start test at the Spencer Station proved
the ability to bring the four units online
from a black (no power) start.
Also in 2005, the Spencer Station installed
a condensed file storage system and
began a file organization project. This
project will allow the Spencer staff to keep
plant documentation in a central location,
accessible to all employees.

Caring About the Environment
GP&L has a long-standing commitment to
environmental protection and compliance.
2005 was a complex year, as GP&L was
asked to comply with a variety of environmental issues.
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The Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality (TCEQ) required NOx levels of less
than .06 lb/mmBtu beginning on May 1,
2005. GP&L achieved NOx emissions less
than this maximum. The utility also kept a
close eye on discussions of prospective
new emission standards from the TCEQ by
attending meetings held by the North
Texas Clean Air Steering Committee.
Prospective standards could tighten emissions requirements even further.
In 2005, GP&L created a full-time position
to maintain the seven Continuous
Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS) at
all three plants. The staff addition
enabled GP&L to meet the 99.5% equipment reliability required by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Air emission regulations constraints
prompted the retirement of Spencer Unit
#3 and Newman Units #1-4.
At the Spencer Plant, GP&L ensured that
plant discharge water is compliant with
the City of Denton's discharge water
requirements by completing annual water
testing.
Meanwhile, at the Olinger Plant, GP&L
complied with an EPA request to conduct
an engineering study assessing options to
minimize fish mortality at or near the
water intake structure. The steps are
being taken in preparation for compliance
with Federal Regulation 316(b).

Looking to the future
GP&L completed the permitting process
and secured renewals of Title-V operating
permits from the TCEQ for all three GP&L
plants. Permits are valid for five years.
The Olinger Plant added 190 years of
experience with the addition of new
employees who have experience in all
facets of electric generation: supervision,
maintenance, operations, instrumentation
and engineering. This experience, from
similar plants in the electric generation
industry, greatly strengthens the Olinger
team.
Every year, the Production team improves
its training. This year, GP&L implemented
computer-based training at all three
plants, adding a new dimension to training for power plant operations, maintenance and safety.
To reconfigure for the most efficient use of
space and personnel, GP&L reorganized
the south warehouse at the Olinger Plant,
where large spare parts are inventoried
and stored. Production maintenance
staff, supervisors and engineers were
moved to offices in the Maintenance
Facility.

Key 2005
Production Statistics
Olinger Plant
596,225 Net mWh generated
234 Unit starts
13,162 Operating hours
4,604,425,000 Lbs. of steam produced
83.29% Equivalent availability factor
3.58% Equivalent forced outage rate

Newman Plant
8,221 Net mWh generated
59 Unit starts
527 Operating hours
19,680,000 Lbs. of steam produced
99.25% Equivalent availability factor
0.00% Equivalent forced outage rate

Spencer Plant
142,069 Net mWh generated
227 Unit starts
5,772 Operating hours
1,344,836,500 Lbs. of steam produced
96.34% Equivalent availability factor
1.36% Equivalent forced outage rate

Lake Lewisville Hydroelectric Plant
11,026 Net mWh generated
17 Unit starts
7,593 Operating hours
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Administration

The Administration Department of GP&L
assumes an important role in the
organization, responsible for a wide
range of disciplines as diverse as
Budget & Finance, Customer Service,
Information Technology, Marketing, and
Safety & Training.

Financial Endeavors
As the financial center of GP&L,
the Administration Department has both
long- and short-term financial management responsibility. In 2005, the department developed the 2005-2006 GP&L
Operating Budget; implemented the 2005
Capital Improvement Program (CIP); and
developed the 2006 CIP, which incorporated capital requirements for all GP&L
divisions.
For long-range planning, the department
has developed and maintains GP&L's
10-Year Financial Forecast, a financial
calculation underscoring GP&L's strength
for years to come.
To meet revenue requirements by ensuring
equitable rates for all customer classes,
Administration began a utility-wide Asset
Evaluation and Cost-of-Service Study.

As GP&L moves toward planning a new
Customer Service/Administration building, Administration initiated building
design, space programming and site plan
activities. The new building will better
serve customers and improve work coordination by housing employees from
Customer Service and Administration in
one building.
Training ensures quality employee
performance for years to come.
Administration managed the professional
development program for line technicians,
an arms-length process which ensures
integrity of the training program through
independent development and testing.
GP&L actively participated in legislative
and regulatory committees with the Texas
Public Power Association and American
Public Power Association during sessions
of the Texas Legislature and U.S.
Congress. This involvement allowed GP&L
to represent the utility's position on
issues of public policy.

GP&L Information Technology
GP&L's internal information technology
function results in a reliable and stable
network infrastructure with quick
response time.
In 2005, Administration improved employee productivity by installing MS Office
2003, Active Directory 2003, a new
Helpdesk software, new servers, and a
segmented network.
Administration provided various Internet
innovations in 2005, including a redesign
of the GP&L website (www.garlandpowerlight.org) which refreshed the site's look
and feel and reorganized the information
presented on the site. An external vulnerability study of the GP&L Internet site was
conducted to assess security.
The department also developed a new
Intranet to facilitate information sharing
among GP&L employees, and created a
new website portal, www.garlandutilities.org, which provides customers with a
one-stop location from which they can
access information on all city utility services and make payments online.

GP&L Administrative Responsibility
Administration is the organizational hub
of GP&L. In 2005, the department coordinated city internal audit responses and
regulatory reporting for GP&L; developed
and coordinated professional services
agreements, contracts, bid awards and
purchase orders; played a major role in
the implementation of the new Customer
Information System; and reviewed and
processed damage claims against GP&L.
The department also developed a new
SAIDI/SAIFI program that reports GP&L's
reliability, illustrating the positive impact
of capital expenditures on system reliability.
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Began a utilitywide Asset
Evaluation and
Cost-of-Service
Study

Played a major
role in the
implementation
of the new Customer
Information System
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Performance Indicators
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distribution services.
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Description: The debt to asset ratio is a comparison of an organization’s current and accrued liabilities and long term debt to total assets. This ratio
reflects to what degree an organization finances
its assets with long term debt.
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2003

Interpretation: As this statistic is highly influenced
by fuel cost, TMPA costs, and debt service
requirements, comparisons between utilities must
be made carefully. Trends of the statistic within a
utility, however, are a macro indicator of the future
cost which must be collected through rates.

Debt to Asset Ratio
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Description: Total GP&L expenses (including TMPA
purchases) for utility operation divided by the total
KWHs of sales x 1,000.

Interpretation: Service request is the macro level
indicator of the productivity in the Transmission
& Distribution Division’s Construction section.
Incidents such as major storms can impact the
totals; however, over time the statistic can
indicate the division’s overall productivity.
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Description: This is the standard indicator
utilized by the industry to report lost time
accidents. It is produced by multiplying the
number of lost time accidents by 200,000
then dividing that number by the total hours
worked by the employees.

Description: Number of retail customers divided
by the number of electric utility employees.
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Description: Sales of electricity in kilowatt hours
for the residential class customers divided by
total number of residential customers.
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Description: Peak demand as reported to the
Department of Energy.

Interpretation: Changes in sales can be due to
seasonal temperatures and customers’ electricity
utilization preferences.
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Balance Sheet
Fiscal Year ended September 30, 2005.
With comparative totals for Fiscal Year ended September 30, 2004.

September 30

ASSETS

2005

2004

Current Assets:
Cash and investments
Inventories
Receivables and others
Total current assets

$ 1,031,745
2,476,286
38,561,737

$ 1,022,118
2,597,832
32,565,758

42,069,768

36,185,708

71,538,794
663,751
72,202,545

70,254,712
431,837
70,686,549

34,246,712
210,360
34,457,072
106,659,617

27,529,136
104,303
27,633,439
98,319,988

201,966,779

196,193,268

$ 350,696,164

$ 330,698,964

Restricted Assets:
Rate mitigation:
Cash and investments
Accrued interest receivable
Total rate mitigation

Construction funds:
Cash and investments
Accrued interest receivable
Total revenue bond construction fund
Total restricted assets

Property, plant, and equipment net of accumulated depreciation

Total Assets
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September 30
2005

LIABILITIES

2004

Current Liabilities:
From current assets
Payables
From restricted assets
Payables
Total current liabilities

$ 22,340,402

$ 12,656,681

4,205,943
26,546,345

2,056,649
14,713,330

118,842,656
118,842,656

104,912,798
104,912,798

145,389,001

119,626,128

110,179,797
72,202,545
22,924,821
205,307,163

113,859,013
70,686,549
26,527,274
211,072,836

$ 350,696,164

$ 330,698,964

Long Term Liabilities:
Bonds payable
Total long term liabilities

Total Liabilities

EQUITY
Retained earnings:
Invested in capital assets, net of debt
Restricted
Unrestricted
Total retained earnings

Total Liabilities, Contributed
Capital, and Retained Earnings

Fiscal
FiscalYear
Year2005
2005Total
TotalExpenditures
Expenditures

Transfers
TransferstotoOther
OtherFunds
Funds
inin
millions
millions
ofof
dollars
dollars

inin
millions
millions
ofof
dollars
dollars

Other
Other
1.3
1.3

Personnel
Personnel
19.1
19.1
Operations
Operations
14.8
14.8

Self/LTD
Self/LTD
Insurance
Insurance
Funds
Funds
3.1
3.1

General
General
&&
Administrative
Administrative
2.3
2.3

Power
Power
Pool
Pool
Dispatch
Dispatch
7.7
7.7
Capital
Capital
0.4
0.4
Transfers
Transfers
toto
General
General
Fund
Fund
14.4
14.4

TMPA
TMPA
Costs
Costs
83.2
83.2

Other
Other
Transfers
Transfers
9.6
9.6

Debt
Debt
Service
Service
Fund
Fund
10.8
10.8

InIn
Lieu
Lieu
ofof
Taxes
Taxes
12.2
12.2

Debt
Debt
Service
Service
10.8
10.8
Wholesale
Wholesale
Fuel
Fuel
69.4
69.4

Support
Support
Services
Services
6.6
6.6
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Statement of Revenues, Expenses and
Changes in Retained Earnings
Fiscal Year ended September 30, 2005.
With comparative totals for Fiscal Year ended September 30, 2004.

September 30
2005

2004

Operating revenues:
Charges for service
Other
Total operating revenues

$ 224,884,115
2,446,073
227,330,188

$ 199,926,505
4,344,002
204,270,507

102,773,780
57,529,732
45,194,660
12,151,139
1,508,532

86,646,974
57,255,988
47,520,769
10,580,160
1,920,426

219,157,843

203,924,317

8,172,345

346,190

Depreciation expense

11,985,835

11,602,855

Operating Income

(3,813,490)

(11,256,665)

Earnings on investments
Interest expense
Other
Net transfers
Net nonoperating revenue (expense)

2,190,312
(3,925,308)
0
(217,188)
(1,952,184)

1,533,520
(4,649,522)
0
(3,883,069)
(6,999,071)

Net Income (Loss)
Retained earnings at beginning of year

(5,765,674)
211,072,837

(18,255,736)
229,328,573

$ 205,307,163

$ 211,072,837

Operating expenses before depreciation:
Fuel purchases
Demand charges
Operating expenses
Payments in lieu of taxes
General and administrative
Total operating expenses
before depreciation
Operating income before depreciation

Non-operating revenues (expenses):

Retained earnings at end of year

Audited financial statements providing greater detail can be obtained from the City of Garland Comprehensive Annual Financial Report for the Fiscal Year Ending September 30, 2005.
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